M&A DUE DILIGENCE
IN EUROPE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2018, Euromoney Thought Leadership Consulting
surveyed 205 practitioners in continental Europe's four
largest markets: France (52); Germany (51); Italy (52);
and Spain (50) to find out their views and expectations
around the due diligence process.

Our research shows that the speed of due diligence in
Spain seems to lag the other European countries. In time,
greater use of these technologies may help Spain close the
diligence speed gap.

They not only believe that the speed of due diligence
will accelerate to 2022, but also that advances in
technology should bring even greater analytical capability,
accuracy, security and simplicity to the entire process,
from beginning to end.

But it’s not all about speed. Just as important for
practitioners across Europe is that new technologies
enable greater security in the due diligence process, and
VDRs have played a very important role. In fact, VDRs are
without doubt the one technological innovation that has
enhanced the efficiency and security of the due diligence
process the most over the past decade.

Technology has already helped make diligence much more
efficient and secure than in the past, but in the coming
years practitioners believe new technologies can further
enhance and enrich their analysis and help solve some of
the key challenges they still face.

In the next five years and beyond, new technologies,
perhaps built-in to the next generation of VDRs, could
potentially see the due diligence process transformed.

“ M&A practitioners clearly value
and embrace the increasing
role of technology in the due
diligence process, and demand
new technologies to further
transform the process for them.
This is great news, as we are
the company that continues to
innovate and deliver technology
solutions for M&A professionals
across Europe.”

Europe wants it and is expecting it.
These range from collecting and managing vast quantities
of confidential deal information, to reviewing contract text,
running multiple scenario analyses and being able to
visualise financial performance data in real-time or anytime.
To help them, European practitioners, particularly those
in Spain, are today placing greatest hope in the application
of AI, machine learning and data analytics.

Merlin Piscitelli
CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER, EMEA
MERRILL CORPORATION

Indeed, across these European markets, significantly more
practitioners in Spain than any other country believe data
analytics will speed-up due diligence the most, and that
AI and machine learning technologies could have the
most transformative impact over the long term.
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2018 > THE STATE OF DUE DILIGENCE IN EUROPE
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MOST IMPORTANT FOR
FASTEST DUE
CONTRACT REVIEW THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA
SUCCESS
DILIGENCE – FRANCE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
ANALYTICS

5
REGULATORY
IMPACT

64% 79% 74% 42% 73%

of European practitioners
feel conducting due
diligence is the most
important success
factor win M&A

of French practitioners
say that it takes less than
3 months from deal sourcing
to completion. The process
is slowest in Spain

of Europe-based
practitioners say reviewing
and analysing contract text
is the biggest challenge
in due diligence that
technology could provide
a solution for; running
multiple scenario analyses
and visualising data rank
second and third

of Spanish practitioners
believe harnessing data
analytics would accelerate
due diligence the most*

of German practitioners
say they have withdrawn
from deals due to concerns
around a target company’s
data protection and
compliance with the
EU's GDPR*

* The highest among all four European countries surveyed; see Appendix for complete survey results
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2022 > THE FUTURE OF DUE DILIGENCE IN EUROPE
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GREATER SECURITY
EXPECTED

TECH REDUCING
TIME AND COSTS

AI OFFERS GREATEST
PROMISE

SWIFTER DUE
DILIGENCE

REGULATORY
IMPACT

66% 35% 41% 90% 72%

of European practitioners
believe new technologies
will enable greater security
in the due diligence process
over the next 5 years

of Italian practitioners
believe the application of
new technologies in the due
diligence process should
reduce total deal cost in
resources and time*

of European practitioners
believe AI and machinelearning technologies have
the greatest potential to
transform due diligence
over the long term

of European practitioners
believe the due diligence
process will take less than
3 months by 2022

of Spanish practitioners
believe GDPR will increase
acquirers’ scrutiny of the
data protection policies of
target companies*

* The highest among all four European countries surveyed; see Appendix for complete survey results
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CASE STUDY: KNORR-BREMSE
Seeing an AR future for virtual data rooms
In a 30-year M&A career, Christian Staby, head of M&A at
Knorr-Bremse, has seen due diligence evolve. He worked
in management consulting, investment banking, venture
capital and private equity before joining the Munich-based
company in 2014. “When we started using virtual data
rooms they were very restrictive and you couldn’t even
download data,” he recalls. “Now I couldn’t imagine a
situation where we would not use a virtual data room.”
In recent years, Knorr-Bremse has completed deals all
around the world, from North America to Europe, Russia,
South Africa and Japan. Because of this virtual data rooms
have been critically important to them. “We did a small
transaction in South Africa a couple of months ago. The
data had to be in a virtual data room because we would
not have been able to travel down and review the data
with local colleagues and advisers. Data rooms enable us
to analyse more data in a shorter timeframe,” says Staby.
For a corporate acquirer, the focus is on understanding
whether the target’s value drivers will be as strong when
the target is part of a multinational corporation. “Our
due diligence is really forward looking. We need to make
sure we really understand the business model and how
integration will positively or negatively affect the
company,” says Staby.
It is not just data that Staby would like to see in the virtual
data room. He cites the example of an acquisition target
with operations on Victoria Island, a large, remote island
in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago.

“Augmented reality [AR] could revolutionise due diligence
from our perspective,” says Staby. “When a facility is not
easily accessible, having somebody go through the whole
space with a camera, being able to look at the CAD-CAM
(computer aided design; computer aided manufacturing)
files and move the products around, would greatly enhance
due diligence.”
Artificial intelligence is on his radar, but Staby is cautious:
“In our industry every contract is unique. You have to go
through them all and assess the scope and risks associated
with them, which is difficult to automate.”
Speed is a big issue, particularly if there is an auction for the
kind of cash-generative business private equity bidders can
leverage up. In December 2018, Knorr-Bremse completed
the acquisition of the commercial vehicle steering business
of Hitachi Automotive Systems. The highly complex
transaction took just three months from start to signing,
with further work required ahead of completion in 2019.

Christian Staby
HEAD OF M&A AT KNORR-BREMSE

“In order to win against private equity, you have to play
by their rules,” says Staby. “You have to accept less safety
and security in the process, go for reps and warranty
insurances, and you have to accept a higher risk level.
However, since we have intimate knowledge about our
industries the risk is manageable.”
German manufacturer Knorr-Bremse
is the global market leader for
braking systems and a leading
supplier of other safety-critical rail
and commercial vehicle systems.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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Enhance your productivity
and speed with technology
that supports the digitised
due diligence process

Generate advanced analytics
and insights via secure,
flexible, algorithm-based
reports and dashboards

Ensure your application for
due diligence is fully compliant
with international and local
regulations, as well as the country
where your data is hosted
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MERRILL DATASITEONE VISION FOR M&A
LEGAL ADVISERS

SMART TOOLS
DEAL
MARKETING

BUYER
TOOLS

BUYER

DUE
DILIGENCE

M&A
POST
DEAL

DEAL
CLOSING

+ FINANCIAL ADVISERS
+
SELLER
TOOLS

SELLER

ANALYTICS TOOLS

PRIVATE EQUITY

CORPORATE

Merrill DatasiteOne is on the journey
to bring relevant innovations and technologies
under one platform to enrich the different stages
of the M&A process starting with due diligence

Drive efficiency, productivity and
velocity within the due diligence
process by adding analytics,
automation, AI and machine learning
(Intelligent Due Diligence)

Extend the value add to the different
stages of the M&A process from
deal marketing to due diligence, to
deal closing and post deal integration
(Intelligent M&A)

Build an M&A ecosystem that
brings together the best deal makers,
advisers, buyers and sellers with deep
market data and deal insight
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Regions

The analysis in this report is based on the views of 205 M&A practitioners in Europe who
participated in a survey conducted by Euromoney Thought Leadership Consulting. The number
of participating practitioners was evenly spread across four European countries: France (52);
Germany (51); Italy (52); and Spain (50).
Most respondents hold manager (27%), director (19%) and associate level roles (16%). Partner and
board level executives comprise 10% and 8% of respondents, respectively. Legal advisers, managing
directors, financial advisers and M&A business development executives comprise the remainder.

Germany
France

By institution type, most participants came from corporates and private equity firms (60%).
The remainder come from law firms, investment banks and accounting and professional
services firms. In addition, most respondents hold manager (27%), director (19%) and associate
level roles (16%). Partner and board level executives comprise 10% and 8% of respondents,
respectively. Legal advisers, managing directors, financial advisers and M&A business
development executives comprise the remainder.

10%

Italy

10%

Spain

9%

Their responses, gathered during July 2018 as part of a larger survey of 539 M&A practitioners
across EMEA, highlight the crucial role of due diligence as a determinant of M&A. They also provide
insight into the challenges practitioners in these countries face and the potential for technological
developments to take the due diligence process to the next level.
Europe-based Institution Type

9%

(Note: Percentages based on 539 total responses)

Role Breakdown of Europe-based Practitioners

2%
Manager

11%
Corporate

40%

20%

Law firm
Private equity firm
Investment bank
Accounting or professional services firm

26%

27%

Director

19%

Associate

16%

Analyst

14%
10%

Partner
Board level

8%

Legal Adviser

5%

M&A Business Development

1%

Financial Adviser

1%
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APPENDIX
Q1. What are the three most important success factors in M&A?
(Select up to three)

Q2. In the context of a M&A transaction, how do you expect technology to
change the due diligence process over the next five years (to 2022)?
(Select up to three)

Conducting due diligence
(preliminary, detailed and final)

New technologies should
enable greater security

Planning and executing the
integration process

New technologies should enable
greater analytical capability

Identifying, screening and
prioritizing targets

New technologies should simplify
the entire process
New technologies should reduce the
total deal (resources and time) cost

Understanding and addressing
cultural issues

New technologies should make
it faster to close deals

Achieving an optimal price

New technologies will help
me focus on the deal

Deal structuring and financing

0%

10%

20%

30%

EMEA Overall

A clear M&A strategy

The negotiation process

40%
France

50%

60%

Germany

70%

80%

Italy

Spain

Q3. In the next five years, how do you expect the use of technology in due
diligence to impact the number of people involved in a M&A transaction
compared to today?

The macro-economic environment

50%

0%

10%

20%

30%

EMEA Overall

40%
France

50%

60%

Germany

70%
Italy

80%
Spain

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Significantly
decrease

Moderately
decrease

Stay about the
same

Moderately
increase
Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

Significantly
increase
EMEA Overall
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APPENDIX
Q4. Based on your personal experience, how satisfied are you with the speed
of the due diligence process?

Q5. From sourcing a deal to deal completion, how much time on average
does due diligence take on a single successful M&A transaction, and how
much time will it take in five years (2022)?

Completely satisfied
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0
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03

04

07

08

100

64%

Satisfied

80

60

40

20

0

<3 months

05

2022
06

2018

Mostly satisfied

78%

79%

90%

75%

Mostly unsatisfied

80%

73%

81%

64%
0

5

01

51

02

52

03

3-6 months

30%

EMEA Overall

20%
15%

10%

24%

20%
17%

23%
34%
1

0

3

2

5

4

1%
0%

2%

(Respondents were asked to list top three countries. The ranking is based on an aggregated score which is calculated by adding the number
of points each country receives)

EMEA Overall
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France

2.0

South Africa

1.5

1%

1.0

>12 months

0.5

12

0%
0.0

Turkey

2%

2%

Israel
Nigeria

0%

4%

Iraq

23

12

2.0

6%
6%

6

1.5

1.0

6-12 months

0.5

6

26%
0.0

Q7. In which country of Europe, the Middle East and Africa is due diligence on
companies most challenging and time-intensive?

30

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)
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10%

0

0%

74%
53
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1%

0%
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0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Germany

Italy
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APPENDIX
Q8. What would help accelerate the due diligence process the most?

Q9. How has the risk of a data/privacy breach in the due diligence process
changed over the past five years?
The risk has increased
significantly

Being able to harness data analytics
(i.e. predictive) technologies

The risk has
increased

A larger due diligence team

The risk remains
about the same
Standardisation of documents and
processes (i.e. playbooks, workflow)

The risk has
decreased

A smaller more specialist
due diligence team

The risk has decreased
significantly
Don’t know

Being able to access a virtual
deal or data room

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Being able to harness advanced
automated process technologies
(i.e. AI and machine learning)

25%

30%

35%

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

40%

EMEA Overall

Q10. To what extent is data security a priority in the due diligence process?

Being able to access a virtual deal
or data room enabled with AI and data
analytics technologies

It’s the top priority
De-regulation
It’s a top three priority

0%

5%

10%

15%

EMEA Overall

20%

25%
France

30%
Germany

35%

40%
Italy

45%
Spain

It’s a top five priority

It’s a top 10 priority

It’s a priority but
not in the top 10

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

60%
EMEA Overall
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APPENDIX
Q11. In the next five years what impact do you expect the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) to have on M&A due diligence?

Q12. Have you worked on M&A transactions that have not progressed
because of concerns around a target company’s data/privacy protections and
compliance with GDPR?

It will increase acquirers’ scrutiny
of the data protection policies and
processes of target companies

80%

There will be no material impact

60%

70%

50%

It will decrease acquirers’ scrutiny
of the data protection policies and
processes of target companies

40%
30%
20%

Don’t know

10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

70%

80%

0%

Yes

No

EMEA Overall

Q13. In your experience, how important to the due diligence process is the
location where the seller’s transaction data is hosted?

Don't Know

EMEA Overall

France

Germany

Italy

Spain

Q14. Of the following regions, which is the preferred geography to host
transaction data?
In the country of
the transaction

Critical

No preference
Very important
EU
Important
UK
Quite important
US
Not important
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Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

60%
EMEA Overall

Don’t know
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Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

60%
EMEA Overall
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APPENDIX
Q15. What are the biggest challenges in due diligence that you believe
technology could provide a solution for? (Select up to three)

Q16. As part of the due diligence process (i.e. assessing potential targets,
customer perception analysis), how important to you is the use of social
media?

Reviewing and analysing
contract text

Critical

Running multiple scenario
analyses or financial modelling

Very important

Visualizing financial
performance data

Important

Quite important

Secure end-to-end process
management and communications

Not important

Redaction
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40%

50%

60%

70%

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

Access control

Analytics and reporting

80%

EMEA Overall

Q17. Which of the following technologies do you see as potentially having
the most transformative impact on M&A due diligence over the long term?

Collaboration
AI and machine
learning technologies

Rights management
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20%

30%

EMEA Overall

40%

50%
France

60%

70%

Germany

80%
Italy

90%

Data analytics
(i.e. predictive)
technologies

Spain
Blockchain
technology

Virtual deal or
data room
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20%
EMEA Overall

30%

40%
France

50%
Germany

60%
Italy

Spain
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APPENDIX
Q18. Have you used a Virtual Deal or Data Room before?

Q20. Which of the following reasons for selecting a technology/platform partner to support your
due diligence are most important to you? (Select up to three)

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)
Dedicated project
management team

3%

Technology capability,
technical expertise and
quality of service

19%
Yes
No

Price of product/service
offering

Don’t know
Domain expertise

78%

24/7 multi-lingual
platform support
Existing relationship

Security

EMEA Overall
Local market presence

4%
0%

27%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Europe (DE, ES, FR, IT)

80%
EMEA Overall

Yes
No
Don’t know

69%
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ABOUT MERRILL CORPORATION
Merrill Corporation is a leading global SaaS provider for
participants in the M&A lifecycle. Clients trust Merrill’s innovative
applications, excellent customer service and deep subject
expertise to successfully navigate the secure sharing of their most
sensitive content. Merrill’s flagship product, DatasiteOne, helps
dealmakers in over 170 countries close more deals, faster.

EMEA

+44 (0)20 3031 6300

email

info@merrillcorp.com

US

888.311.4100

web

APAC

+852 3905 4800

merrillcorp.com
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